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And then there was speech !

What makes speech special:

- Other modality, not text but audio
- Other conditions affecting quality of speech

- Background (noises)
- Number of speakers
- Speaking context
- Speaker accents
- Vocabulary 



And then there was automatic speech recognition!



Typed text ≠ spoken text

Typed text input ASR text output
Grammatical (?) Ungrammatical
Spelling errors No spelling errors
Interpunction No interpunction



Homed Objectives

• In the first step an existing “generic” Dutch ASR, used in the CLARIAH 
infrastructure, is adapted to the MedPharm domain on the semantic level, 
using a domain adaptation component (language model). 

• In the second step the ASR is adapted on both the semantic and the 
acoustic level using sensitive inhouse data of Nivel, whereby the 
AV-recordings themselves will not leave the Nivel building. 

• The resulting ASR component will be made available at Nivel and in the 
CLARIAH Infrastructure. 

• The resulting acoustic models (AMs) and the language model (LM) of the 
recogniser (which are as such anonymous), and the metadata of the AV 
consultations at Nivel will be made available to the research community at 
large (open source). 

• https://pdi-ssh.nl/nl/home/ 

https://pdi-ssh.nl/nl/home/
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Background

• Every year there are more than 15,000 hospital admissions due to avoidable 
misuse of medicines in the Netherlands. Often, this has to do with the 
patient's unintentional improper use caused by either hard to understand 
information or cognitive problems. This may result in rather diverse and 
inappropriate forms of use, low levels of adherence and waste of scarce 
financial resources.

• In order to overcome these misunderstandings we need to better 
understand the explicit and implicit attribution of meaning to 
medicines as part of the information processing.



ASR and Homed

What makes doctor patient conversations special:

-  Conditions affecting quality of speech
- Background (noises)
- Number of speakers
- Speaking context
- Speaker accents
- Vocabulary 
- Privacy !



Steps in Homed

• To deal with the specific medical/pharmaceutical vocabulary, we propose a 
methodology in which the recogniser’s LM is adapted in a first step by 
additional training on text material from:

• Healthbase
• ICH: MedDRA
• NHG
• Nictiz
• Zorginstituut Nederland
• Medicijnjournaals - Instituut Verantwoord Medicijngebruik



Step 1: Experiment

1. CGN: LM: General conversations, AM: Adult speech, Lexicon: 255000 tokens
2. HoMedV1: LM: CGN+Lists of medical terms, AM: CGN, Lexicon: CGN + 13934 tokens
3. HoMedV2: LM: CGN+Medicijnjournaal, AM: CGN, Lexicon: CGN + 5342 tokens
4. Wav2Vec2: XLS-R-based CTC model with 5-gram language model from Open Subtitles 
tuned on CGN and the Mozilla Common Voice 8_0 NL dataset
Test material: Medicijn journal (IVM): read out monologue news bulletin with medical terms

ASR system WER
Kaldi_NL 25.8

HoMedV1 24.7

HoMedV2

Wav2Vec

20.6

19.2



Steps in Homed

• In a second step, the resulting recogniser will be implemented in-house at 
Nivel and fine-tuned on +50 hours of transcribed real-life recordings of 
medical visits with patients with either COPD or cancer, and patient visits to 
the pharmacists. 
- Recordings may not leave Nivel
- But what can?

- Conundrum: make a specialized speech recognizer and training it without 
sensitive data leaving the Nivel building

- After training/fine tuning the models are aggregates of speaking 
articulation behaviour which cannot be traced back to individual speakers



Step 2



Step 2



Expected Output

• A methodology for building special purpose speech recognisers for sensitive data domains built on 
evidence-based pilot projects
- HoMed will already link other domains with similar questions and needs to the project by including the 

Dutch Police and Nederlandsche Bank into its Advisory Board so as to safeguard extensibility. 

• Special purpose ASR models for the MedPharm domain which will be made available to the research 
community at large 
- the models will be distributed by the Stichting Open Spraaktechnologie 
- and used in other projects such as the Care2Report and CAIRE-lab projects

• Anonymised metadata of Nivel consultations 

• Access to the domain-specific ASR via the CLARIAH Media Suite.

• An inhouse version of this ASR at Nivel.

• A methodology to deploy ASR on premises when sensitive data prohibit the use of ASR-as-a-Service via 
internet.

• Increased awareness for potential users inside and outside the academic arena of the possibilities of 
(co-)developing and using an ASR engine of their own even for sensitive and domain-specific AV data.
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